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Presenting the state of the art in broadband wireless access technology,   this unique resource methodically presents the fundamentals of OFDM(A)   technology--the cornerstone of the next generation of broadband wireless   access offerings. In addition, this book succinctly depicts the future   landscape of mobile broadband wireless access and the standards developed   by the IEEE 802.16 standards organization.   The book gives you a solid understanding of the essential features of IEEE   802.16d (fixed) and 802.16e (mobile) and the role of the WiMAX Forum in   defining interoperability and certification criteria.
This comprehensive resource discusses important requirements, tradeoffs,   and other critical design considerations, providing a full overview of the   issues and possible solutions for your work in the field. Offering   practical, end-to-end guidance, this book serves as your one-stop reference   to cutting-edge broadband wireless access systems.     

       About the Author


     Uma S. Jha is chief mobility architect at Boeing Co. Formerly, he was chief   technology officer of Airify Communicatons. A well-published author and   holder of key patents in the area of 3rd generation wireless systems, Dr.   Jha has over 25 years of industry experience. He received his M.S. in   electrical engineering from California State University, Fullerton,   Engineer degree from the University of Southern California, Los Angeles,   and his Ph.D. from the University of Aalborg, Denmark.    

Ramjee Prasad is director of the Center for TeleInFrastruktur (CTIF),   Aalborg University. He is the author of OFDM for Wireless Communications   Systems (Artech House, 2004), coauthor of 4G Roadmap and Emerging   Communication Technologies and From WPANs to Personal Networks:   Technologies and Applications, co-editor of Wireless IP and Building the   Mobile Internet (Artech House, 2003), and is the author/coauthor of several   other books published by Artech House.       
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Google Hacks: 100 Industrial-Strength Tips & ToolsO'Reilly, 2003
Google Hacks is a collection of industrial-strength, real-world, tested solutions to practical problems. This concise book offers a variety of interesting ways for power users to mine the enormous amount of information that Google has access to, and helps you have fun while doing it.  You'll learn clever and...
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Network Management: Accounting and Performance StrategiesCisco Press, 2007
Understanding network performance and effectiveness is now crucial to business success. To ensure user satisfaction, both service providers and enterprise IT teams must provide service-level agreements (SLA) to the users of their networks–and then consistently deliver on those commitments. Now, two of the Cisco® leading network...
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Andean Cocaine: The Making of a Global DrugThe University of North Carolina Press, 2008

	Illuminating a hidden and fascinating chapter in the history of globalization, Paul Gootenberg chronicles the rise of one of the most spectacular and now illegal Latin American exports: cocaine.

	

	Gootenberg traces cocaine's history from its origins as a medical commodity in the nineteenth century to its repression during...
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Fundamentals of Discrete Math for Computer Science: A Problem-Solving PrimerSpringer, 2012

	This textbook provides an engaging and motivational introduction to traditional topics in discrete mathematics, in a manner specifically designed to appeal to computer science students. The text empowers students to think critically, to be effective problem solvers, to integrate theory and practice, and to recognize the importance of...
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Secure Messaging with Microsoft Exchange Server 2000Microsoft Press, 2003
Computer security was once thought to be the exclusive province of somber men in dark suits and nerdy, whey-faced hackers. While both of these archetypes are still well-represented in the computing industry, the last two years have witnessed an explosive growth in the number of organizations that are seeking to boost the...
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Switching and Finite Automata TheoryCambridge University Press, 2009

	Topics in switching and finite automata theory have been an important part of
	the curriculum in electrical engineering and computer science departments for
	several decades. The third edition of this book builds on the comprehensive
	foundation provided by the second edition and adds: significant new material
	in the areas of CMOS logic;...
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